
Abstract 

Rifai, Ahmad. 321412020. 2016. Wilfred Owen’s experiences as reflected on 

two of his poems. Skripsi. English Education Study Program. Letter and 

Culture Faculty. Universitas Negeri Gorontalo. Advisor: (1) Novi Rusnarty 

Usu, S.Pd., M.A. (2) Farid Muhamad, S.Pd., M.A. 

An analysis poem which used colaboration method historical approach and 

semiotic approach from C.S Pierce to find out the experiences of Wilfred Owen 

that he portray on two of his poems. This study aimed to analyze and describe 

symbols that reflected the experiences of the poet during First World War through 

both of his poems “Parable of The Old Men and The Young” and “Strange 

Meeting”. The symbols had classified based on the semiotic approach with used 

several steps analysis and close reading. In historical approach, the study analyze 

background of the poet and situation were the poem is made. The result of the 

analysis on both poems by used  historical and semiotic approach, the study had 

proved that only 6 symbols that portray the experiences of Wilfred Owen during 

World War 1 the symbols are Abram, Isaac, Seed, Hell, Blood and pity of War. 

Most of symbol reflected the situation in Great Britain regarding the economic, 

politic and social life during World War 1.  
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MOTTO 

 

“Kesuksesan lahir bukan karena kebetulan semata, tetapi sukses lahir 

karena ada mimpi, kerja keras dan doa yang tidak pernah henti” 

 

“It does not matter how slowly you go 

 as long as you do not STOP” 

(confucius) 

 

“If you can dream it, you can do it” 

(Walt Disney) 
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